Whiting 1 is a member of the fast-growing group of young globular clusters in the Milky Way halo. Preliminary estimates of its fundamental parameters have been provided using optical photometry and low resolution spectroscopy. In an attempt to strengthen our knowledge of Whiting 1, in this study we employ a complementary approach. Isochrone fitting method was applied on the Near-Infrared Color-Magnitude Diagram and yields an age t=5.7±0.3 Gyr, metallicity z=0.006±0.001 ([Fe/H]=−0.5±0.1) and distance modulus (m − M) 0 =17.48±0.10. Our results confirm that Whiting 1 is a young and moderately metal-rich globular cluster. It is one of the youngest from the Sgr dSph. We fitted an Elson, Fall and Freeman (EFF) profile to the near-infrared number counts, and measured cluster core radius r c =9.1 ′′ ±3.9 ′′ . Two probable eclipsing variables in the cluster were found from multi-epoch V band photometry. Finally, an unknown galaxy cluster was identified on our K vs. (J − K) color-magnitude diagram. It has a redshift z∼1, and it is located at about 1 ′ from the center of Whiting 1 at α J2000 = 02 h 02 m 56.6 s , δ J2000 = −03
INTRODUCTION
Whiting 1 (α J2000 = 02 h 02 m 57 s , δ J2000 = −03 • 15 ′ 10 ′′ ) is a halo globular cluster at a heliocentric distance D∼45 kpc, as first shown by Carraro (2005) . It was discovered by Whiting et al. (2002) during a search for Galaxies in the Zone of Avoidance, and originally it was classified as an open cluster by Dias et al. (2002) . Later, Carraro et al. (2007) confirmed its association with the Milky Way halo with deep BV I photometry, and updated the heliocentric distance to D∼29.4 kpc. They derived an age of 6.5 Gyr and metallicity z=0.004±0.001 from isochrone fitting and estimated A V =0.11 mag and (m-M) 0 =17.34. In latter study, measured CaII indexes (ΣCaII) of three stars in Whiting 1 give metallicity [Fe/H] ranging from −1.1 to −0.4 (z ranging from 0.002 to 0.008). They pointed out that Whiting 1 is spatially close to the trailing stream of Sgr dSph, and its kinematics is consistent with that of this galaxy. Besides, it follows very nicely the Sgr dSph age-metallicity relation (Forbes et al. 2004; Siegel et al. 2007) .
Only a few globular clusters in the halo of the Galaxy are known to have comparably young ages (i.e., Pal 1 -Rosenberg et ⋆ E-mail: valcheva@phys.uni-sofia.bg al. 1998a; Pal 12 -Rosenberg et al. 1998b; Segue 3 -Ortolani et al. 2013; Crater -Belokurov et al. 2014) , making Whiting 1 a member of a rare class of objects.
Up to now no NIR photometry of Whiting 1 has been reported in the literature and in this study we aim to obtain the fundamental properties through the NIR CMD using data from the ESO Science Archive 1 . Also, a search for variable star population has never been performed.
The next section describes our data. Section 3, 4 and 5 present our analysis and results of the NIR data: cluster structural parameters and cluster fundamental parameters -age, metallicity and distance modulus. Section 6 describes our search for variable stars in V band and our conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

NIR observations
Whiting 1 was observed in the NIR on 2006 September 4 at the ESO NTT (New Technology Telescope) with SofI (Son of ISAAC; Moorwood et al. 1998 ) in large-field imaging mode. SofI is equipped with a 1024×1024 detector, with a pixel scale of 0.292 arcsec pix −1 and FOV of 4 ′ .98 x 4 ′ .98. We had 15 images in J S (each was the average of 4 frames of 15 sec integration) and 32 images in K S (each was the average of 6 frames of 10 sec integration). The seeing during the observations was 0 ′′ .8 -0 ′′ .9 on average for both filters. The data reduction was carried out with IRAF 2 , and included flat fielding, sky/bias/dark subtraction, image alignment and combination. The sky frame was created by median combination of all images with the task imcombine, applying the avsigclip 3-σ rejection algorithm, and appropriate thresholds to excise the stars. A constant was added to the sky subtracted images during the final combination to set their median value to zero, accounting for the sky variations during the observations. Next, we performed PSF photometry (Stetson 1987) with DAOPHOT/IRAF. Only 99 stars were measured in both J S and K S . The 100% completeness limits were defined from the first drop in the luminosity function which give J lim S ∼19.5 mag and K lim S ∼18.2 mag (magnitude bins varied from 0.1 to 0.3), and the photometric errors for stars brighter than these limits are typically less than 0.1 mag. The photometric calibration was based on 9 stars for J S , and 7 stars for K S , in common with the Two Micron All Sky Survey (Skrutskie et al. 2006, 2MASS) .
where the lower case letters mark the instrumental magnitudes, and the upper case ones mark the standard magnitudes (hereafter we will use the designation K for K S filter).
Optical Variability Monitoring
Optical images of Whiting 1 were collected with EMMI (ESO Multi-Mode Instrument; D'Odorico 1990) and EFOSC2 (ESO Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera; Snodgrass et al. 2008 ) on the 3.58-m ESO NTT (New Technology Telescope) at La Silla, Chile, typically to fill small gaps in other programs or during periods of poor weather conditions. Binning by a factor of two was used on all occasions, making the pixels scales 0.33 and 0.24 arcsec pix −1 and the FOV 5 ′ .6 x 9 ′ .9 and 4 ′ .1 x 4 ′ .1, respectively for both instruments. Five epochs were obtained in V band, and the first was paired with I band for quasi-simultaneous color information. The total integration for each epoch was split into three images, taken with some offsets to minimize the effects from the detector's cosmetics. A detailed log of the observations is presented in Table 1 . The basic reduction was carried out with IRAF. For every epoch, we flat-fielded, aligned and co-added all images in the same filter. Next, we performed PSF photometry. The astrometric calibration is based on ten stars from Guide Star Catalog 2.3.2 (Lasker et al. 2008) and the photometric calibration is based on 210 stars we have in common with the catalog of Carraro et al. (2007) . The derived photometric transformation equations are: 
where the lower case letters mark the instrumental magnitudes, and the upper case ones mark the standard magnitudes. The subscripts give the epoch number, as defined in Table 1 . No significant color terms were found. We cross-identified all photometry lists. For the first epoch 865 stars were measured in V and I bands simultaneously. There are 273 stars with three V band epochs, 259 star with four, and 231 with five. The EFOSC2's images are nearly two times smaller compared to EMMI's and the cluster is not centered in the EMMI's images. This highly reduces the number of common stars.
An excerpt of the photometric catalog is given in Table 2 .
CLUSTER RADIUS AND STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS FROM THE NIR OBSERVATIONS
The wide field of view of our NIR images (4.92 ′ ×4.92 ′ ) allows us to verify the cluster radius and structural parameters. The previous radius estimates range from 0 ′ .5, obtained from the radial density distribution of stars (Carraro 2005) , to 0 ′ .6 -angular apparent radius (Dias et al. 2002) . The deeper photometry of Carraro et al. (2007) suggests, based on a simple visual inspection, that the cluster may extent out to 1 ′ .5. Carraro et al. (2007) fitted King's profile (King 1962) to obtain a core radius r c =15
′′ . This work showed an excess of stars in the outer region, approximated by a power law, attributed to tidal stripping.
We built a radial profile counting stars within 0.25 ′ wide concentric annuli, centered on Whiting 1, and normalized them to unit area ( Fig. 1, left) . Throughout our analysis we used cluster center 
where n 0 is central star-density, γ is power-law slope, Φ is the background contamination level, a is a parameter, related to the core radius r c via r c =a×(2 2/γ −1) 1/2 . We only considered stars with K 0 18.6 mag and (J − K) 0 0.99 mag to remove the bulk of background galaxies, and obtained: n 0 =0.0153±0.0064 stars/ ′′ , γ=5.27±1.53, Φ=0.000244±0.000083 stars/ ′′ , a=20.0 ′′ ±4.0 ′′ , r c =9.09 ′′ ±3.68 ′′ . Our NIR core radius is similar to the optical value of Carraro et al. (2007) .
NIR COLOR-MAGNITUDE AND COLOR-COLOR DIAGRAMS
CMDs for Whiting 1 and the surrounding field are shown in Fig. 2 , and a comparison of probable cluster members, defined to lie within 0.75 ′ from the cluster center with an equal area background field.
The cluster members occupy a locus at (J−K) 0 ∼0.3-0.7 mag and K 0 ∼15.5-19.5 mag (Fig. 2, center) . The faintest cluster stars Figure 2 . CMDs for all stars in the observed field (left), for the "cluster" stars within 0.75 ′ from the cluster center (middle), and for stars in a control ring at r=2 ′ with an area equal to the "cluster" area. Typical errors for stars with (J−K 0 ) ∼ 0.5 mag are shown on the right. Extinction correction for E(J−K)=0.013 mag (Schlegel et al. 1998 ) is applied to all stars.
we detected are sub-giants at K 0 ∼18.7-19.5 mag. The extremely red objects at (J−K) 0 ∼1.3-1.7 mag and K 0 ∼17.5-18 mag probably belong to the field, as suggested by the right panel in Fig. 2 and by the Besançon model of stellar population synthesis of the Galaxy (Robin et al. 2003) , which predicts only 2 foreground stars between 15 mag and 18 mag in K band in the cluster's field (r=0 ′ .75). The expected number of stars for the whole imaged field predicted by Besançon model is 25 stars in the magnitudes interval [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 
The CMD of all stars in the field (Fig. 2, left) has an abundance of sources with (J−K) 0 1.2 mag, possibly distant galaxies (Fig. 3) . Indeed, their colors are consistent with those of GALEV evolutionary synthesis models (Kotulla et al. 2009 ) for E/Sa galaxies at z∼1 (Fig. 3, left) . The spatial distribution of the sources showed some clustering of sources with J=19-20 mag and (J − K) 0 ∼1.6 mag within a circle with ∼1.5 ′ diameter at α J2000 = 02 h 02 m 56.6 s , δ J2000 = −03
• 16 ′ 09 ′′ . This may be an unknown galaxy cluster: the NASA Extragalactic database 3 identified four galaxies with unknown redshift within 2 ′ from Whiting 1; the nearest galaxy cluster reported by Wen et al. (2012) in their catalog of SDSS-III clusters is ∼10.5 ′ away, and it has photometric redshift z∼0.49. Finally, the bluer field objects with (J−K) 0 1.2 mag appears to be dwarf stars, as seen from the right panels in Fig. 3 where we compare their location with the colors of dwarfs and giant stars (Frogel et al. 1978) .
FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES VIA ISOCHRONE FITTING
We fitted the CMD of stars within 0.75 ′ radius from the Whiting 1 center with Padova PARSEC v1.1 isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012) . We varied the metallicity z from 0.001 to 0.01 with a step of 0.0001 (91 different values) and the age t from 4.77 Gyr to 7.94 Gyr with a step ∆(logt)=0.001 (∼10 Myr) (221 different values). Constant extinction of E(J−K)=0.013 mag (Schlegel et al. 1998 ) was applied to all stars. We kept the reddening constant because it is not expected to vary significantly at that Galactic latitude, and it has a small effect in the NIR.
We minimized χ 2 for each (z,t) pair treating the distance modulus (m−M) 0 as a free parameter. The resulting χ 2 map is shown in Fig. 4 , left panel. The relatively low values of the χ 2 (∼3 near the minimum) compared to the number of the degrees of freedom (17) indicates an overestimation of the photometric errors. A parabolic fit was applied to the minimal values of χ 2 as a function of t and the minimum suggested a preferred value of t=5.7±0.3 Gyr. For the obtained t, the χ 2 as a function of the metallicity gives z=0.0063±0.0011, again after fitting a parabola.
Finally, the best fitting distance modulus was (m−M) 0 = 17.48±0.10. The error includes both parametric (from the variation of z and t within their errors) and statistical (from the χ 2 fit) error. The χ 2 as a function of the age t and the distance modulus (m−M) 0 is shown in Fig. 4 , right panel.
Our results are based on RGB and sub-giant stars because the NIR data do not reach the main sequence turn off point. The derived properties are consistent, within 1σ, with the ones obtained in the optics (Carraro et al. 2007 ), despite the smaller number of stars on the NIR CMD than on the optical CMD. 
SEARCH FOR VARIABLE STARS
We used our multi-epoch V band observations to search for variable stars in Whiting 1 and the surrounding field. We considered only the stars with three and more epochs -273 stars in total. Because of the small number of measurements and different data quality for every star, we used normalized χ 2 and p-values (the probability to obtain these data if the available magnitudes for every star are randomly distributed around the mean value) to select candidates for variable stars. Diagram χ 2 n vs. V is shown on the left panel in Fig. 5 . Large dispersion is visible and expected, but some stars show extremely high values of χ 2 n and can be potential variable candidates (χ 2 n > 12). To check the significance of this selection, we calculated the p-value of every χ 2 n (Fig. 5, right panel) . The three visible sequences are stars with 3, 4 and 5 epochs. We considered as candidates variables only those with p-value smaller than 10 −8 , where we have something like a discontinuity in the diagram. The four selected stars are also marked on the left panel with solid squares.
After careful examination of the four selected candidates, we found that: the magnitude of the star #491 (the number in our photometric catalog) is affected by a cosmic ray; the star #363 is most probably the galaxy SDSS J020307.30-031501.0, which is at a distance of 0.95 ′′ away from #363; the remaining two stars -#359 and #834 -exhibit statistically significant variability and both lie within the adopted cluster limits. They are marked in Fig. 6 with circles and their properties are listed in Table 3 .
The differential light curves (Fig. 7) of the candidate variables #359 and #834 were generated with respect to the reference stars #672 and #851 which are the nearest stable stars similar in magnitude and color. The maximum peak-to-peak variation of both candidates is ∼ 0.2 mag over the monitoring period of 35 days with available data for 4 epochs.
We plotted all 273 stars with three and more epochs in V band on CMD V vs. V −I (see Fig. 8 ). Here, we used V I magnitudes from the first epoch. We selected the stars that lie within the determined cluster radius and one can see on the diagram that the cluster members mainly represent the lower part MS population. More massive stars have already evolved from the MS and the TO-point is well visible at V ∼ 20.8 mag. Some RGB stars are also present. For comparison, we plotted isochrones of PARSEC v1.1 (Bressan et al. 2012) , which are reddened with the proper extinction (see Fig. 8 in the middle and in the upper part of the MS but their luminosities are not high enough to suspect them neither as δ Scuti nor as even dimmer γ Doradus pulsating variables. According to the best fitting isochrones the masses of both stars are close to 1 solar mass and the detected amplitude variations about 2 tenths of magnitude within a time span of a month may be related to stellar eclipses by a companion star -a likely possibility, taking into account their position on the CMD. Another option is a rotational modulation by Sun-like spots -the variation study (Radick et al. 1998 ) among a sample of Sun-like stars reveals at least one object -HD 129333 -with similar amplitude. However, due to the sparsity of the available data any further clarification of the nature of the variability of these stars is not possible.
CONCLUSIONS
In an attempt to strengthen our knowledge of Whiting 1 we used NIR photometry and determined the physical parameters of Whiting 1. We fitted isochrones to K vs. ′′ with radius r∼1.5 ′ , presumably a background galaxy cluster. We estimated a redshift and z∼1 is based on a comparison with the colors of GALEV evolutionary synthesis models (Kotulla et al. 2009 ) for E/Sa galaxies.
Our multi-epoch V band monitoring led up to the discovery of two candidate variable stars within the cluster radius. Their differential light curves give maximum peak-to-peak variation of ∼0.2 mag for both candidates over the monitoring period of 35 days and taking in to account their position on the CMD diagram the stars are likely to be eclipsing binaries. 
